Second Quarter 2017-2018

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **177** total media citations (September 2017 – November 2017)
- **82** top-tier media citations (September 2017 – November 2017)
- Coverage in top national outlets, including

**Selected Media Hits**

**September**

**National Public Radio**
- *Historians Weigh In On Where America Stands Today* (Judy Giesberg, History)

**Washington Post**
- *'My mother was sold from me': After slavery, the desperate search for loved ones in 'last seen ads'*
  (Judy Giesberg, History)

**Scientific American**
- *Hurricane Irma: Florida's Overdevelopment Has Created a Ticking Time Bomb* (Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

**Vice**
- *Congress's 'Historic' Move Forces Trump to Condemn White Supremacy* (John Johannes, Political Science)

**USA Today**
- *Group accuses Pope Francis of heresy* (Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

**October**

**Academic Minute**
- *Effects of Incarcerated Parents on Children* (Jill McCorkel, Sociology and Criminology)

**USA Today**
- *Can the NFL convince players to stop national anthem protests?* (Glen Bracey, Sociology)

**Christian Science Monitor**
- *Amid Evangelical decline, growing split between young Christians and church elders* (Glen Bracey, Sociology)
What Makes Someone 'Most Beautiful' Is Changing, Study Says
(Catherine Kerrison, Gender & Women’s Studies)

Until youth soccer is fixed, U.S. men’s national team is destined to fail
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

LIGO Detects a Neutron Star Merger
(Amber Stuver, Physics)

NRA Says Pretend Guns, Not Real Guns, Cause Crime and the American Psychological Association Unwittingly Helps Them
(Patrick Markey, Psychology)

How companies can learn to root out sexual harassment
(Katina Sawyer and Christian Thoroughgood, Psychology)

Laura Ingraham, Shannon Bream Kick Off Post-O’Reilly Era at Fox News
(Shauna MacDonald, Gender Studies)

Historians say John Kelly has the Civil War wrong
(Judy Giesberg, History)

In scandal after scandal, NCAA takes fall for complicit college
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

U.S. Republican tax plan may mean slightly less grand sports stadiums
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

Why Is Gratitude So Difficult, Yet Outrage So Easy?
(Christian Thoroughgood, Psychology)

How schools try to help Philly’s thousands of homeless students
(Stacey Havlik)

A Death Blow for Grad School
(Amanda Grannas, Chemistry)